Democracy Challenge Badge

Requirements for Cub Scouts.
In order to achieve the award a Cub Scout will need to complete all of the following items. The theme of
the award for Cub Scouts is Places and People.

1. Find out where The Senedd and The Palace of Westminster are located. Make a poster to help you
explain to an adult who it is that meets there and what they do.
You can use the internet or visit a library to find this information. You will need to be able to explain in
which cities the buildings are located and outline who meets there and what they do for us. Your
poster should be at least A4 size and can be a drawing, a painting, computer generated, photographs
or collage etc.
2. Find out about a well known former Cub or Scout who has benefitted his or her local or national
community and report back your findings to a Leader or other adult.
The person or persons may be well known locally or nationally and there are lists of notable former
Scouts on the Scout website. You may know of some notable deeds carried out by Scouts or Cubs
locally and wish to find out more about them, alternatively it could be someone who has gone on to be
Prime Minister, the choice is yours!
3. Take an active part in two Pack Forums and help make at least one decision.
Cubs can make suggestions as to which games they might like to include in the Pack programme,
decide on a location to visit, or what badge they would like the Pack to work on next.

4. Complete one of the recipes from the Democracy Cookbook.

Leader’s notes;
For places Cubs should find out where the building is located and some of its history e.g. when it was built,
any major events that happened there etc. Your Pack might be able to arrange a visit as part of a day out or
Pack Holiday to one or other of the buildings. The poster should include a location and who in broad terms
meets at the building and why. Both the National Assembly and Palace of Westminster have websites
outlining the purpose and history of the buildings, who meets there and why.

For people, Cubs or Leaders can look at the Scout website where there is a list of notable former Scouts. In
addition there are probably lots of resources on the net.
The Democracy Cookbook is available as a PDF document by clicking on the following link
http://www.scoutscymru.org.uk/sites/default/files/democracy_cookbook.pdf

